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Space Weather is Intense!

This presentation will not be!



It is all about the relationship between the Sun 

and the Earth

✓ Amateur Radio Operators have been sending and 

receiving radio signals around the Earth for over a 

century. Such communication is possible due to 

interactions between our Sun and the ionosphere.
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The Ionosphere Layers



Ionosphere Levels

The Sun emits electromagnetic radiation due to its nuclear 

fusion process.
 

F Region: Electromagnetic radiation ionizes at wavelengths of 100 to 1000 

Angstroms (ultraviolet) 

E Region: Electromagnetic radiation ionizes at 10 to 100 Angstroms (soft X-rays) 

D Region: Electromagnetic radiation ionizes at 1 to 10 Angstroms (hard X- rays)
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Earth’s Geomagnetic Field = Magnetosphere



Earth’s Magnetic Field

Computer simulation of 

Earth’s Magnetic Field. The 

lines represent magnetic field 

lines, blue when the field 

points towards the center and 

yellow when away. With the 

dense cluster at its core.
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Understanding Space Weather

Space weather is the 
variations in the space 
environment between the 
surface of the sun and the 
surface of the Earth which 
describes the phenomena  
that impact systems 
and technologies in 
orbit and on Earth 
including amateur radio. 



The Sun & The Solar Activity 

✓As a space weather storm leaves the sun, it passes 

through the corona and into the solar wind. 

✓When it reaches Earth, it energizes Earth’s 

magnetosphere and accelerates electrons and 

protons down to Earth’s magnetic field lines where 

they collide with the atmosphere and ionosphere, 

particularly at high latitudes. 

✓Each component of space weather impacts a 

different technology.



The Sun & The Solar Activity 





Solar Flares & Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs) 

✓ Solar Flares are an intense burst of 

electromagnetic radiation from the 

release of magnetic energy from the 

Sun that can last minutes to hours 

and are associated with sunspots.

✓ CMEs are large explosions of 

plasma and magnetic field from the 

Sun’s corona.



F10.7 CM Radio Emissions & Ionospheric 

Scintillation

The solar radio flux at 

10.7 cm (2800 MHz) is 

an excellent indicator of 

solar activity.

Ionospheric scintillation 

is the rapid modification 

of radio waves caused 

by small scale structures 

in the ionosphere.



Sunspots/Solar Cycle

✓ Sunspots are dark areas that become 

apparent at the Sun’s photosphere 

because of intense magnetic flux 

pushing up from further within the solar 

interior.

✓ The solar cycle, also known as the 

solar magnetic activity cycle, sunspot 

cycle, or Schwabe cycle, is an 

approximate 11-year cycle of solar 

activity driven by the Sun’s magnetic 

field and indicated by the frequency 

and intensity of sunspots visible on the 

surface.  Can be as short as 8 years or 

as long as 14 years.



Solar Cycle 25

✓ The current cycle began in December 2019.

✓  Solar activity is expected to ramp up until the predicted 

solar maximum as early as 2024.

✓ Heightened solar activity poses a risk to satellites, 

spacecraft and even spacewalking astronauts due to 

increased radiation exposure. 

✓ On Earth, the large geomagnetic storms that solar activity 

triggers can interfere with high-frequency (HF) radio 

communications and Global Positioning Systems (GPS)



Solar Wind & Geomagnetic Storms 

✓ Solar Wind continuously flows outward from the Sun and 

consists mainly of protons and electrons in a plasma 

state.

✓ Geomagnetic storms are fluctuations in the Earth’s 

magnetic field that are caused by changes in the solar 

wind and interplanetary magnetic field. 

The Aurora Borealis or "Northern Lights" 
& the

Aurora Australis or "Southern Lights"
occur during geomagnetic storms
when charged particles impact the 

Earth's upper atmosphere.



Earth’s Magnetic Field

✓ If the solar wind is weak, the magnetosphere expands; 

while if it is strong, it compresses the magnetosphere and 

more of it gets in.
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The Electromagnetic Spectrum



Amateur Radio HF, VHF, & UHF

HF   = 10m, 12m, 15m, 17m, 20m, 30m, 40m, 60m, 80m

VHF = 1.25m, 2m, 6m 

UHF  = 13cm, 23cm, 33cm, and 70cm



Technician Class License 



General Class License 



Extra Class License 



HF/VHF/UHF Radio Propagation

Radio Wave Propagation is the behavior or path of radio 

waves as they travel.

HF = Sky Wave

VHF = Space Wave/Troposcatter

UHF = Space Wave/Troposcatter
HF = Long Range, best for ground 

operators and base stations for 

worldwide communication, 

extremely reliable at night.

VHF = Long Range, best outdoors, 

works well on open sites like farms 

or constructions sites, requires 

large antennas to operate 

UHF = Short Range, best indoors, 

works well in buildings or in urban 

spaces, requires a lot of power to 

operate

VHF and UHF bands normally provide local or 

regional communication (repeaters & 

handhelds)



Impact on Radio Communications

In solar geomagnetic storms, solar flares cause damage to 

amateur radio communication transmissions.

During these events HF radio frequencies are severely 

degraded or altogether absorbed. This results in what we 

call a blackout or the absence of HF communications in the 

3 – 30 MHz band.



What Happens?
✓ During a solar storm from solar flares, the solar x-rays from the sun 

penetrate to the bottom of the ionosphere (to around 80 km). 

✓ There the x-ray photons ionize the atmosphere and create an 

enhancement or thickening of the D layer of the ionosphere. 

✓ This enhanced (dense) D-layer acts both as a reflector of radio 

waves and an absorber of waves at different frequencies. 

✓ The Radio Blackout associated with solar flares occurs on the 

dayside region of Earth and is most intense when the sun is directly 

overhead.



Public Safety Bands



Mitigating Solar Weather Effects

✓ Ham radio operators can mitigate the effects of solar flares by switching to 
higher frequencies during the day and using lower frequencies at night, 
where solar flares have less impact.

✓ Stay Informed! Monitor space weather forecasts from agencies like NOAA’s 
Space Weather Prediction Center or my personal favorite “Space Weather 
Woman” Dr. Tamitha Skov 

✓ Well-designed antennas and robust grounding can help mitigate signal 
degradation and maximize signal strength during solar weather events.

✓ Consider using digital modes like FT8 or PSK31 that are more resilient to 
signal fading and noise compared to traditional voice modes.

✓ Ensure you have backup power sources in case of power outages caused by 
solar weather events.

✓ Share information about propagation conditions and best practices during 
solar weather events.



Do you want to help further the 
Science of Solar Propagation?



In ONE WEEK, on Saturday October 14, 2023, from 1200-2200 

UTC, during the annular solar eclipse we need you on the air!  

This celestial event will be followed widely by hams because of the sudden and dynamic 

changes that occur in the ionosphere during an eclipse. While much is known about 

ionospheric propagation, much is still to be learned. Ham Radio Science Citizen Investigation 

encourages YOU to get on the air and operate as part of the The HamSCI Festivals of 

Eclipse Ionospheric Science. 

Propagation experiments will include the Solar Eclipse QSO Party using CW, FT4/8, SSB 

and other digital modes and The Gladstone Signal Spotting Challenge (GSSC) using CW, 

WSPR and FST4W modes. Operators may operate on any band and any mode from 6-160 

meters (except the WARC bands).

All the details may be found at www.hamsci.org/eclipse. 

If you have any questions or know of a club that would be interested in having a presentation 

to learn more about the science around this and the April 8, 2024, total solar eclipse please 

contact:

              HamSCI Public Relations Officer, Ed Efchak, WX2R       

pressrelations@hamsci.org. 

Save the dates…get on the air…and send in a log.

http://www.hamsci.org/eclipse
mailto:pressrelations@hamsci.org


Random Trivia

June 18th, 2021, THE USPS issued Forever Sun Science Stamps

Images were colorized by NASA according to different wavelengths that 

reveal or highlight specific features of the Sun’s activity.

Coronal Hole

Solar Flare

Plasma Blast

Coronal Loops

Sunspots



Space Weather Impact Historical Examples

❖ 1859 (Late August-early September): The Carrington Event, 

named for astronomer Richard Carrington who observed the solar 

flare preceding an historic geomagnetic storm. The storm disrupted 

telegraph communications around the world and produced aurora 

seen as far south as Hawaii and Central America. 

❖ 1989 (March): Quebec plunged into darkness for 9 hours as power 

grid overwhelmed by geomagnetic storm. 

❖ 2003 (October): “Halloween Storms” resulted in a 30-hour outage of 

the Federal Aviation Administration’s Wide Area Augmentation 

System (WAAS), which provides GPS navigation support to aircraft. 

❖ 2005 (January): United Airlines diverted 26 flights from polar routes 

to avoid radio blackout potential. 

❖ 2013 (March): Three separate CME arrivals in March resulted in 

three separate satellite outages lasting from hours to days.



Thank You

Desiree M. Baccus, N3DEZ

Ham Shack Hotline: 61000002190

Email: N3DEZ@arrl.net

Phone: (720) 505-4492

mailto:N3DEZ@arrl.net
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